Secondary English

Lesson 8.1 *A modern memoriam - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.1ac, 1.2ac, 1.3abc, 2.2ablnp, 2.3bck, 3.3ae, 4.1ab & 4.3acg)

Lesson 8.2 *Formal letter writing: Gloucester rugby club pitch - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.3abc, 2.2ablnp, 2.3bck, 3.3ae, 4.1ab & 4.3acg)

Lesson 8.3 *Comparing match reports - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.1b, 2.2acdjn, 2.3dg, 3.2b, 3.3be, 4.2c & 4.3dg)

Lesson 8.4 *Greatest player debate - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.1abcde, 1.2abcd, 3.1abde & 3.2abcd)

Lesson 8.5 *Television sports commentary - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.1ac, 2.1abcdl, 2.2c, 3.1acd, 3.3e & 4.1acfg)

Lesson 8.6 *Creating a website - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.2c, 3.1b, 3.3bd & 4.3ag)

Lesson 8.7 *Notification of selection - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.3abc, 2.2a, 2.2blnp, 2.3bck, 3.3ae, 4.1ab & 4.3acg)

Lesson 8.8 *Sidney Brown - Lesson Plan* (NC objectives: 1.1b, 2.2acdjn, 2.3dg, 3.2b, 3.3be, 4.2c & 4.3dg)